
Industrial Products
Improve performance, reduce cost and enhance quality

Applied engineering and manufacturing solutions for industry



Sound insulation  
and vibration reduction 

Our range of engineered acoustic materials includes non-

woven, fleeces, foams and heavy layer supplied to your specific 

requirements as a single layer or as a composite. All these have 

been specifically developed to provide the highest standards of 

noise and vibration reduction across a wide range of frequencies in 

the most challenging of situations.

Engineered heat and liquid resistant 
materials and components 

Our design, manufacturing and materials expertise enables 

us to produce bespoke and environmentally friendly materials 

and components with enhanced heat and liquid resistance 

characteristics for a wide range of industrial and niche applications.

• Knowledge 
• Expertise 
• Consistency 
• Efficiency



Specialist components

As a solutions-focussed business, we provide high quality 

engineered materials and components to meet the most 

demanding requirements. Our highly skilled teams, supported 

by extensive engineering design and manufacturing 

capabilities, are responsive to the changing needs of 

consumers across many market sectors. We provide either 

immediate product ‘know how’ or a swift, intelligent response 

to meet stringent design objectives.

Specialist parts and components 
in rubber, plastic and foam

As a solutions-focussed business, we provide high quality 

engineered materials and components to meet the most 

demanding requirements. Our highly skilled teams, supported 

by extensive engineering design and manufacturing 

capabilities, are responsive to the changing needs of 

consumers across many market sectors. We provide either 

immediate product ‘know how’ or a swift, intelligent response 

to meet stringent design objectives.

Gaskets, seals for air and liquids

By harnessing our extensive design and manufacturing skills 

and through continuous process improvement, we have 

developed an impressive track record as a gasket and sealing 

solutions provider. Using our range of closed and semi-closed 

cell materials, we are able to manufacture the perfect gasket 

or seal for every application.

• Responsive 
• Reliable 
• Safe 
• Consistent



Cosmetic product enhancements 
and aesthetics

With quality at the heart of what we do, our diverse 

materials range allows us to support our customers’ needs 

- from improving product aesthetics to enhancing end-user 

perception. Using anything from protective films to high 

quality facings, we can help to add value and enhance the 

quality of any product.

Air, liquid, oil and chemical filtration

From our quality range of filtration media, we are able 

to develop bespoke components to filter a vast range of 

substances. From HME filters to high performance engine 

filters, our range of filtration foams and non-woven fabrics can 

be tailored to meet exacting requirements.

Packaging and product protection

With a tried and tested range of impact absorbing materials 

and through ongoing investment in the latest cutting 

technology, we are able to provide bespoke protective and 

recyclable packaging, that ensures products are protected 

and presented in-line with customer needs. Our solutions 

always assure quality throughout the shipping and handling 

process. From line-side components to fine art, we have the 

capability to deliver.

• Capability 
• Investment 
• Experience 
• Reliability



Applied engineering and   
manufacturing solutions for industry

Avon Group has unrivalled expertise in solving an extensive array of 

technical issues for  manufacturing companies across the globe.  

These extend to providing innovative solutions for: 

• Sound insulation and vibration reduction 

• Specialist parts and components in rubber, plastic and foam 

• Bonded heat and liquid resistant materials and parts 

• Gaskets and seals for air and liquids 

• Filtration of air, liquids, oils and chemicals 

• Packaging and product protection 

• Cosmetic product enhancement and aesthetics

Everything we do is designed to  improve performance, reduce cost, 

increase competitiveness and enhance quality.

The Group comprises specialist UK-based businesses that offer a unique 

combination of  expertise from a single source. This breadth gives 

customers access to a unique design and manufacturing  resource that 

can be harnessed to solve almost any applied engineering problem. 

The Group works with customers in the UK, Europe and worldwide across 

a wide range of  industrial and commercial sectors.



www.avon-group.co.uk


